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Those in the market for a sprawling
estate in a prime neighborhood are in
luck with 72 Highland Terrace. The $22
million premier property has everything
that today’s luxury homebuyer both
needs and desires. 

Set on 2 acres on one of
Bridgehampton’s most exclusive
streets, the south-of-the-highway
property borders Sagg Pond and is
protected by mature plantings around
the perimeter of the property. Its
considerable beauty is bettered even

more by having vast reserves and open
field views on two sides. 

According to Harald Grant of
Sotheby’s International Realty, who
represents the property, the entire
offering is an oasis of calm, serenity
and elegance. The Senior Global Real
Estate Advisor, Associate Broker and
top producer—who has been cited by
The Wall Street Journal as the only
Hamptons agent to achieve number-one
status nationwide for individual sales
volume, and has ranked among the top

ten agents nationally for several
years—notes that this particular place
offers a getaway to remember, savor
and enjoy for all seasons. 

“It’s fantastically located. The
neighborhood is the quintessential
Bridgehampton South location,” says
Mr. Grant. “It’s got both farmland and
waterfront and it’s easy to see why this
is such an exclusive area for major
properties.” 

The estate itself features the requisite

heated 55-foot-by-20-foot saltwater
pool and spa, complementarily-
designed pool house, and sunken tennis
court, plus lush gardens and
extraordinary views. Additional
noteworthy exterior amenities include a
pleasing collection of rear outdoor
patios and decks, which overlook the
broad lawn, tennis court, outdoor
kitchen, fire pit, refurbished original
garden studio-cum-cottage and pool
house. 

The approach to the grounds
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themselves—meticulously arranged by
East Hampton-based Davis Landscape
Design and created to strike an
harmonious balance between
architecture and environment, as well
as offering the ultimate in privacy—is
exceptional. Just beyond the tree-lined
circular drive awaits a front court and
reflecting pool, setting the mood for
peacefulness and serenity at first
glance. That feeling is repeated
throughout the landscape, which
features all-season plantings of native
and local species and evokes the feeling
of rustic simplicity-meets-modern
design. 

At the center of this jewel of a property
is “Blue Highland,” a 14,000-square-
foot custom-built shingle-style home.
Built in 2016, the two-story manse was
designed by renowned Sag Harbor-base

architect Val Florio. Featuring bespoke
touches and innovative style
throughout, the modern masterpiece
boasts Venetian plastered walls,
custom-built walk-in closets, hand-
made kitchen cabinetry and doors, and
marble counters and baths.  

Incorporating the extraordinary interior
spaces with the beauty of the
landscape, the 10-bedroom, nine-and-
four-half bath home (which has nine en
suite bedrooms plus a junior master on
the floor) is awash in easy luxury and
comfortable refinement.  Carefully
curated and fully furnished by Robyn
Karp Interiors, the home was
constructed by East End-based Brian
McGinness Contracting. 

Notable interior areas, of which there
are many, include the grand double-

height entry and living room with floor-
to-ceiling windows and a glass-sided
second-story bridge walkway
connecting the two wings of the house.
Additional special features include an
elevator, which services all three floors;
multiple fireplaces; a third floor roof
deck with 360-degree views over the
surrounding reserves; a finished lower
level with living room and walk-out
garden; home theater; gym, with bath
and steam room; "bunk" room; staff
quarters; and a glass-enclosed
temperature-controlled wine storage. 

“There are so many things that I like
about the house,” says Mr. Grant.
“First, it’s a wonderful collaboration
between the owner, the architect,
builder and interior designer, which
really does offer the best of both the
traditional and modern worlds. Then

there’s the ‘wow factor’ of it all. And of
course, the natural beauty. I love that
you can look down the meadow and all
you see it trees and lawn. Plus, it’s got
wonderful sunsets.” 

Dawn Watson
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